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ORION: a multipurpose detector Tor neutrons
Some new developments
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The 47t-neutron-detector ORION, made of liquid scintillator loaded with
gadolinium, built in GAN1L several years ago, has been essentially used so far as a
neutron multiplicity meter: a tool giving event-wise the number of emitted neutrons in a
nuclear reaction. This is of special interest to study dissipative reactions and to sort events
as a function of the violence of the collision. When dealing with heavy nuclei, the neutron
probe appears to be very sensitive to the temperature of Ihe heated nuclei whatever the
nature of the heater: a heavy nucleus*) a proton^) an antiproton^) or a pion^X

When using ORION as a multiplicity meter, it is the delayed response of the
detector which is exploited, the one corresponding to the radiative capture by gadolinium
of the neutrons after their thermalization in the scintillating medium. However as for any
scintillator detector a fast reponse is also provided which can be utilized for other
purposes and a detailed study has been made in order to determine the capabilities of a
large area (about 2 m^) detector used as a time-of-flight spectrometer. A sector of ORION
(1.6 meter in diameter, 50 cm thick, equipped with 6 regularly spaced XP2020
phototubes from Phillips) was thus tested using tagged neutron beams at Lou vain la
Neuve. The tagging is made by means of neutron scattering on a hydrogen nucleus
(plastic target) by delecting the recoiling proton at 45 degrees (the method of the so called
"associated particle" see experimental scheme of Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: In the Louvain set-up two sectors of ORION were actually tested as shown in this
layout but only the data obtained with the front one are considered in this contribution.
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Different properties of the detector have been tested: its efficiency in both modes,
fast and delayed, its time resolution and position sensitivity. For the later test, the impact
of the neutron beam onto the detector was varied by sliding it, perpendicular to the beam
direction. All the presented data are tentative with the analysis still in progress. J

Efficiency of the detector
-Fast response: the results are displayed for three neutron energies (9.7, 19.2 and

34.2 MeV) in Fig.2, and different detection thresholds (due to the different amounts of
background accompanying the neutron beams). The experimental data have been
compared with model calculations based on the work of Cecil et al.5) and a systematic
disagreement shows up whose origin is not yet fully understood.
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Fig.2: Measured efficiencies (black symbols) for the prompt (squares) and delayed
signals (dots) compared with the simulated ones (open symbols). The detection
thresholds used for the prompt signal are reported in the figure. For the delayed signal the
threshold has been normalised in order to fit the Cf data (<2MeV> neutrons)

-Delayed response: for the same reasons as before the data are given for a rather
high detection threshold (4.7 MeVee to be compared to 1.5-2 MeVee the usual threshold
in current operation). There is a pretty good agreement between experiment and
simulations by DENIS6)

Time response
Surprisingly enough for such a large area detector (2m2) and considering the

pretty large uncertainty in the flight path (219cm±25cm) time resolutions of about 2.5 ns
were found. Thus this detector -or at least part of it- can be considered as a genuine time
of flight spectrometer of large area with decent time resolution. Note that the resolution is
good enough to make a clear distinction between neutrons and gammas without any use
of pulse shape discrimination (which is not achieved anyway for the Gd-loaded
scintillator).

Position sensitivity
Tests of the response in position have been made and are shown in Fig.3. The

light output, measured by each phototube and normalized to the total amount of light, is
seen to change drastically as a function of the location of the neutron impact. The
experimental data are well reproduced by a simple Monte-Carlo model which takes into
account a light attenuation constant of about 2m and photons hilling the photocatode both
directly and after scattering on the tank surface. The excellence of the model calculations
demonstrates that the physical process responsible for the light collection is pretty well
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mastered and that we are thus able to use this detector as a two-dimension position-
sensitive detector.
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Fig.3: Ratio of the individual versus total collected light as a function of the PM number
as they arc referenced in the accompanying layout together with the location of the
impinging neutron beam. The experimental data (open dots) are compared with
simulations (stars).

Further tests are in progress using cosmic radiations in order to study the position
response further. It is also planned to build a prototype detector along the same principle,
with a total area of 4m2 (about 2.2m in diameter) and many more phototubes in order to
improve the resolution in position.

Summary and propects
The ORION detector has been long used as a neutron multiplicity detector only.

As a matter of fact this detector or at least part of it (the forward part) can be used as a
multipurpose detector, giving in addition the velocity of the neutron and its emission
angle. Such an instrument can be very valuable in some applications. It has been already
utilized with success in reactions induced by 35 AMeV 6He, in which the weakly bound
neutrons arc easily emitted and need to be characterised in order to gain some insight into
the reaction mechanism (Coulomb or nuclear break up, single- or multi-neutron
transfer,...)?).
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